We report on three different liquid crystalline compounds with a central septithiophene core and alkylated end groups of strongly increasing bulkiness. In principle, the thiophene cores prefer to pack parallel to optimize their π-π interactions, which becomes sterically impossible for the bulkier end groups. Using x-ray diffraction, we find that the way out of this packing dilemma is toward liquid-crystal phases of higher dimensionality in the order smectic→columnar↔bicontinuous cubic. For the smectic phase, packing in a monolayer is no problem, for the other ones packing considerations become more stringent in films due to the boundaries. Surface x-ray techniques and atomic force microscopy indicate an appreciable difference between monolayer and three-layer films, in which the monolayers appear to escape from packing frustration by generating superstructures. We propose a basic structure of columns parallel to the substrate that provides a compromise between preserving some π-π interactions and packing the bulky alkyl groups.
Introduction
Conventional liquid crystals involve essentially a nematic phase (elongated molecules that combine orientational order with a liquid structure) and various types of smectic phase with an additional one-dimensional density modulation. The molecular design principles of these systems are well-known: the basic concept is a molecule with a rigid rod-like anisometric core and flexible end chains. In this way a typical combination of order and mobility can be obtained, which is a prerequisite for applications like liquid crystal displays. Chirality induces additional symmetry elements. Rotational order of the anisometric segments can lead to polar order and/or achiral symmetry breaking into bent-core systems. As a result a myriad of liquidcrystal (LC) phases has been generated. [1] [2] [3] Supramolecular chemistry has modified and complicated this picture considerably by interconnecting different mesogens (dimesogens, oligomesogens, dendrimers, polymers). This broad context sets the framework for problems of packing and frustration in anisotropic conjugated systems in dependence of their structure.
In the present work we consider some oligomers of thiophenes with rather differently shaped substituents, both in bulk and in thin films.
A defining structural property of oligothiophenes 4 is the transverse π-π coupling between neighbouring conjugated cores. 5 The coupling can be influenced by the end substituents. A substituent will add or withdraw density from the π system of the conjugated core, thus changing the electrostatic interaction. This effect is nonlocal and indirect. Furthermore, there might be a direct interaction due to an altered polarity of the linking σ bond aromaticsubstituent. 5 In addition to the basic forces (Vander Waals attraction and steric repulsions) these effects are expected to influence the structure and packing and thus any LC behaviour.
Combining elongated molecular units in a parallel way requires a certain matching of their transverse dimensions to reduce packing frustration. This can be reached, for example, by either tilting one unit with respect to the other or by (partial) overlapping (interdigitation). 6, 7 In such a situation a fundamental difference arises between bulk and thin-film structures:
Neighbouring overlapping structures in the bulk have no equivalent in a monolayer. In addition specific surface interactions will come into play. 8 Any alternation of the neighbourneighbour packing due to the surface is expected also to influence the π-π interactions between the cores.
LC order in oligothiophenes provides a means to control the growth of uniform structures as required for applications of their intrinsic hole mobility. 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] Various substituents have been introduced symmetrically at the α, ω positions of the thiophene core in order to reduce the melting point and promote LC phases. 13 The phase behaviour -including the transition -4 -temperatures determining the LC window -originates from a delicate balance between length and structure of both core and substituents. 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Previously, we have shown that LC order is favoured by a branched alkyl substituent, 2-octyldodecyl, at the α, ω positions of septithiophene (7T, see Fig. 1 ) 6 , which shows a smectic LC phase between 166 and 171 o C. In a three-dimensional (3-D) crystal the packing frustration due to the branched aliphatic chains is alleviated by interdigitation of the alkyl chains and tilt of the thiophene cores. As a next step asymmetry has been introduced by attaching different kinds of substituents. This leads to additional frustration in the packing of the molecules, promoting LC phases. Recently, this work has been extended from asymmetrically substituted quaterthiophene [20] [21] [22] to sexithiophene. Considerable structure variation of symmetrically substituted oligothiophenes has been realized, 16, 17, 23, 24 for which the melting point, the self association in solution, and the hole mobility in monolayers could be rationalized in terms of a simple bulkiness parameter. 24 In the present work we investigate in depth some of these materials. In particular we compare 7T
with two other substituted septithiophenes indicated as 7TH and 7TJ, respectively (see Figure   1 ) that have increasingly bulky end substituents. For the smectic phase of 7T the difference in average cross section between the thiophene core and the terminal alkyl chains leads to a tilt angle of 58 o between the core and the chains. 6 For the other compounds such a simple solution to the packing problem is not possible anymore. Instead we find highly ordered liquid-crystalline phases (columnar and gyroid cubic).
Uniformity of the alignment of the molecules in monolayers is of great practical importance. Optimizing the uniformity of a crystalline thin film involves the delicate point of decoupling of lateral (two-dimensional: 2-D) growth from that perpendicular to the substrate - 12 Smectic LC order is most appealing because of its compatibility with a 2-D monolayer structure 6, 7 and has been investigated already for our reference compound 7T. 5 From the bulk LC structures of the compounds 7TH and 7TJ, it is not obvious how the monolayers will organize. In the present work the bulk structures will be compared with those in thin films, in particular also monolayers, using both surface x-ray techniques and atomic force microscopy. The results indicate an appreciable difference between monolayer and three-layer films, the structure of the latter tending already to the bulk one. 
Materials and phase transitions
The phase transition temperatures of the various compounds are given in 
X-ray characterization of the LC phases
In principle x-ray scattering should give conclusive information about the phase behaviour. First we return to the earlier results for 7T. 6 Below the transition to the isotropic phase we note at relatively small angles a smectic LC phase with a period of 3.4 nm (see Fig 2 at 168. phase. We assume that in fact six spots are present, two of which are hidden below the main smectic peak, indicating hexagonal symmetry. We note a strong parallelism with x-ray pictures of perforated lamellae in block copolymers. 29 Nevertheless the final high-temperature phase at 168. Table 2 . These data are azimuthal averages of unoriented (powder) pictures. In addition a diffuse outer ring is observed (not shown), still at a spacing around 0.34 nm. Clearly these compounds show no simple smectic phases anymore. Literature results [30] [31] [32] indicate that with increasing volume fraction of lateral alkyl chains, the interface curvature between the nanosegregated regions of the thiophene cores and the flexible chains should increase. Such a structural variation can give rise to a transition from smectic through columnar to cubic phases, similar to the mesomorphism of amphiphiles. Guided by this principle, we note that
the LC2 phase has reflections close to those of the bicontinuous gyroid phase (Ia3d). Then the peak positions are ordered according to ratios √3 : 2 : √7: 2√2 : 4, leading to the numbers in the fourth column of Table 2 under LC2. These values are close to the observed ratios in the third column with the exception of peak no.3. From Fig. 3 we note that this peak is at least a doublet, creating uncertainties about its origin. Hence we tentatively still conclude to a gyroid phase with a lattice parameter a=3.4 nm. The LC1 phase at higher temperatures cannot be fitted to a cubic variant. However, the appearance is close to that reported for rectangular columnar phases. The assignment indicated in Fig. 3 leads to the numbers in the last column of Finally we come to the compound 7TJ for which a further increase in density of the alkyl chains occurs. We find over the whole temperature range below 146 o C a single LC phase. The peak positions in the diffractogram of Fig. 4 cannot be fitted to any of the bicontinuous phases. The two main peaks are similar to the situation for the LC1 phase of 7TH. However, fitting to a rectangular columnar phase does not lead to good agreement, in particular not for the third main peak. This latter point is greatly improved taking a centred rectangular phase.
From the comparison in Table 3 we conclude that such a phase with a=6.72 nm and b=2.93 nm is a reasonable choice for the LC phase of 7TJ.
Thin film results

AFM of monolayers
Results from scanning force microscopy of monolayers are shown in Fig. 5 . For 7T we reproduce the smooth rectangular shaped islands reported earlier. 6 In addition, we note that these islands possess an in-plane structure with a period of 20 nm. Submonolayers of 7TH and 7TJ display elongated holes associated with an in-plane supramolecular structure with a -9 -period of 3.4 and 3.6 nm, respectively. Table 4 summarize the layer thickness inferred from the height profile. In the case of multilayers, for 7T the adlayer is thinner than subsequent layers. However, the inverse occurs for 7TH, i.e. the first layer is thicker than the next ones.
For 7TJ no second layer thickness is available. Furthermore, for thick films, it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish the different layers. 
X-ray reflectivity of monolayers (XRR)
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Results from XRR are shown in Fig. S3 of the Supplementary Information. The data were fitted to a three-layer model with parameters as given in Table 5 . In Table 4 the thicknesses of the monolayer as obtained from XRR is compared with AFM. The AFM values are somewhat smaller (as commonly observed), which is generally attributed to penetration of the AFM tip in the soft film.
From Table 5 we note that for 7T the thickness of the middle layer is much smaller than the length of the septithiophene core (26.7 Å). This has been interpreted as a strongly tilted core structure. 6 For 7T the value is given by cos 
Grazing-incidence diffraction of mono-and multilayers
GIWAXS measurements (effectively determined by the electron-rich thiophene cores)
are displayed in Fig. 6 . For 7T the overall monolayer picture is rather similar as reported previously for substituted sexithiophenes. 7 For the 7T monolayer we find two main peaks assigned as hk=11 (q  =10. Using the total length of the thiophene core of 26.7 Å, the projection on the z-axis then equals 26.7×cos58 o =14 Å. This compares reasonably well with the 12 Å for the middle thiophene layer of 7T in XRR (see Table 5 ). The multilayer has essentially the same features as the monolayer, though more pronounced, and also more details like doubling of the peak around q  =6.2-6.5 nm 1 (see Fig. S4 The essential features of the 7TH and 7TJ films are very similar. Both the monolayer and multilayer samples are dominated by a diffuse half-circular arc. However, note that the (11)-peak is still visible in all cases, though stronger for the multilayer samples. The diffuse semi-circle is characterized by q rad ≈13.6 nm -1 matching a periodicity of 2π/13.6= 0.46 nm, still similar as found for 7T. Evidently this number corresponds to an average lateral thiophene dimension, similar as observed in thiophene crystals. 33 The samples are increasingly amorphous in the order 7T, 7TH, 7TJ. The multilayers differ qualitatively from the monolayers because of the presence of a (diffuse) peak along the vertical axis. The centre -12 -of these peaks at q z =14.8 nm 1 (periodicity 0.42 nm) is at a somewhat larger value than q rad of the diffuse arc.
Finally Fig. 7 shows a blow-up of the GIWAXS data at small angles. Interestingly, we observe for the multilayers some streaks in this region. For 7T these are arc-like along q  , for 7TH and 7TJ parallel to the vertical z-axis. The latter can be interpreted as in-plane superstructures. The results for 7TH and 7TJ have been confirmed by GISAXS data (see Fig.   S5 of the supplementary information for 7TJ). The associated periods are summarized in Table 6 . The small ones of 7TH and 7TJ are close to the value of about 3.5 nm from AFM (Fig. 5 ). Table 6 . Positions and periodicities of the small-angle peaks of Fig. 7 . 
Discussion
The three compounds studied differ considerably in the size of the end groups. In terms of the bulkiness parameter P introduced by Kreyes et al. 24 -14 -
The GIWAXS of the 7T monolayer can be interpreted along the same lines as previously established for terminally substituted thiophenes. 7 Using the theory of Kaganer et al. 36 this leads to the model of Fig. 9 with a tilt angle of the thiophene core of 58°. In this way the different cross sections of the thiophene core and the alkyl group can be accommodated.
This result is qualitatively similar as reported earlier for 7T. 6 The GIWAXS of the multilayer is rather similar to the monolayer. We attribute the doubling of the peaks to a different tilt angle in the layers not directly at the substrate. Making this quantitative, attributing the 20-refelction to either the upper or the lower peak would a variation of 2 o in the tilt angle of the core. Similar variations with the distance to the substrate have been reported by Mannebach et al. for dihexylsexithiophene. 37 The superstructure may be the result of two-dimensional organization of the molecules. In a monolayer, the interfacial forces and lack of interdigitation of the alkyl chains leads to a large tilt angle, thereby weakening the  interactions. The proposed molecular tilt reduces the steric constraints and solves the packing problem along one axis of the layer plane, but not along the second axis. We believe a more elaborated model is needed that takes into account the two-dimensional geometric requirements that could be the cause of this superstructure. Figure 9 . Model for the monolayer of 7T using the actual XRR layer thicknesses and the tilt angle from GIWAXS.
The monolayers of 7TH and 7TJ are increasingly amorphous. The corresponding multilayers are qualitatively different in terms of an additional strong peak along the z-axis.
The difference can in principle be understood from the relief from constraints by the substrate for the multilayer. Turning to the bulk, we note that a bicontinuous cubic phase is difficult to translate into a monolayer structure. However, let us recall the tendency smectic → columnar ↔ bicontinuous cubic upon increasing the alkyl content of a LC compounds. The latter transition often involves a square columnar phase. 32 Such a phase might be a good choice if we look for elements from the bulk structure of 7TH and/or 7TJ most compatible to a -15 -monolayer (or thin multilayer). This idea is schematically drawn in Fig. 10 , and is supported by the results from XRR. Averaging the model over the xy-plane would indeed give a dense middle layer with a thickness of the order of the septithiophene core length. In agreement with the model of Fig. 8 , we expect the complexed thiophene core to rotate along the column axes (short-range only). Such a structure would provide an optimal compromise between retaining some π-π interactions and creating space for the bulky alkyl groups. In the model as proposed the column axis is a direction of disorder. The thickness of the monolayer and the lateral period should be of the same order of magnitude, which is approximately (but not precisely) as observed (around 4 nm). The crystallization of the thiophene cores in the monolayer can indeed be expected to be weak. In the model of Fig. 10 alkyl edges surround the thiophene column centres. Perpendicular to the columns (horizontal direction in Fig. 6 ) the number of thiophenes grouped together is expected to vary depending on the amount of alkyl chains to be packed, which could induce differences between 7TH and 7TJ. Note that Fig. 9 (model for 7T) and Fig. 10 (with small modifications the proposed model for 7TH and 7TJ) differ little regarding the average electron density along the layer normal, in agreement with the XRR results. Furthermore, the symmetry might be well disturbed by each of the two interfaces. This process could introduce some asymmetry normal to the monolayer, which is very pronounced for the bottom layer of 7TJ (see Table 4 ).
We have started with emphasizing the short-range order, which is observed at a similar scattering vector as for the (11) sections of thiophene and alkyl) still has some preference. For the 7TJ monolayer this is less true and a wider distribution of tilts is observed. The strong peak along q z observed in GIWAXS of the three-layer film of 7TH indicates correlations inside and/or between the columns, leading to some crystallization of the thiophene cores. Evidently there is some preference for ordering of the conjugated cores with respect to the layer normal, which is easier for the second and third layer, not constrained by the substrate. In spite of the extensive measurements the frustrated system escapes from more precise modelling.
Finally we note that the SAXS data (Fig. 7) give a series of periods of which the smaller ones for 7TH and 7TJ are compatible with the XRR and AFM values. These are roughly in agreement with the length of the molecules or the diameter of the columns. We have observed an increased tendency to form superstructures in systems with longer thiophene cores (T9, T11), indicating an escape from increasing frustration. The arcs observed for 7T in Fig. 7a are probably due to a non-planar surface.
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Conclusions and outlook
In conclusion we have compared the structure and phase behaviour of three alkylsubstituted septithiophenes with increasing dimensions of the alkyl groups. For a larger alkyl volume we observe a phase sequence smectic ↔ columnar/bicontinuous cubic. In monolayer films, the packing constraints have to be combined with limiting surfaces. Moreover, for 7TH the bicontinuous cubic phase observed in the bulk cannot be supported in monolayer films.
We propose a monolayer structure of columns parallel to the substrate, which may have shortrange helical order along the columns. This situation allows for some π-π interactions of the thiophenes cores in spite of the packing constraints of the bulky alkyl groups. For multilayer films these constraints are somewhat relaxed leading to specific tilt distributions giving weak
x-ray peaks.
The progress in the synthesis of substituted thiophenes of different core length, [15] [16] [17] allows in the future a further evaluation of the intricate problems of packing and frustration in anisotropic conjugated systems.
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Experimental
Materials. optimized with molecular mechanics (MM2) in the gas phase and then 6 copies of that molecule were manually arranged with a spacing of the aromatic planes of ca. 3.5 Å and the branched substituents avoiding any steric conflict.
SFM. Scanning Force Microscopy was done in the tapping mode (NanoScope V, Digital
Instruments Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) under ambient conditions. The standard silicon cantilevers used had a spring constant of 5~37 N/m and an oscillation frequency of ~75 kHz. Data were processed using Digital NanoScope Analysis software, version 1.12.
Bulk X-ray scattering. XRD pattern of extruded fibres were obtained at various temperatures.
The experiments were done at beamline ID02 of the ESRF (Grenoble, France) at 10.keV using a 2D photon-counting pixel detector. More details can be found in Ref. 5 .
XRR. X-Ray Reflectivity of films was performed in-house using an Empyrean setup from PANalytical using CuK α radiation. A parabolic graded multilayer system converted the divergent line source (12×0.04 mm) into an almost parallel beam with divergence <0.03°.
After reflection from the sample the intensity was collected by a pixel detector (256×256 pixels of 55 µm, all connected as a 0-D detector) as a function of the scattering vector q z =(4π/λ)sinθ, 2θ being the scattering angle. The latter was fixed at twice the incident angle θ, which sets q z along the film normal. The experimental data were model-independent fitted using the program STOCHFIT which slices the film using a large number of thin layers.
Subsequently the resulting density profile was analyzed in terms a three-layer internal structure of the film.
GID. Grazing-Incidence Diffraction (GIWAXS and GISAXS) was performed at beamline BW4 of Hasylab (DESY, Hamburg). 38 The sample-detector distance was varied depending on q-range chosen (GIWAXS or GISAXS), while the incident angle was set to 0.2°. The scattering signal was recorded by a 2D detector (MAR CCD, 2048×2048 pixels). Image conversion was done using the program GIXSGUI. 39 
